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Abstract
Mirrored and colored surfaces are common adaptations for crypsis in pelagic habitats. Although highly successful
when optimized for a particular situation, either may become less successful if it is then viewed in a different
situation. In this study we examine the relative robustness of these two strategies by determining how visible an
organism becomes when viewed under optical conditions different from those under which the camouflage is
optimal. Underwater radiance distributions were calculated using inherent optical properties measured in coastal
waters 80 km off the coast of New Hampshire. These radiance distributions were then used to calculate optimally
cryptic diffuse and specular reflectance spectra as a function of depth, solar elevation, viewing angle, and azimuth.
Then the visibilities of organisms cryptic in one situation viewed in a different situation were calculated, using the
Atlantic Cod, Gadus morhua, as the viewer. In contrast to benthic organisms, pelagic organisms cryptic under one
set of optical conditions were quite visible under a different set, particularly when viewed from a different azimuth.
The crypsis afforded by mirrored surfaces was generally more robust than that resulting from colored surfaces.
However, because mirrored surfaces could never be perfectly cryptic when viewed in the azimuth of the sun, neither
strategy clearly outperformed the other. In general, crypsis by colored or mirrored surfaces was not robust in nearsurface water, which may help explain both the predominance of transparent species in near-surface pelagic habitats
and the vertical migration of many colored and mirrored species. The results also show that three common foraging
strategies—circling, crepuscular activity, and driving prey toward the surface—all increase the visibility of cryptically colored or mirrored prey.

Although establishing an evolutionary link between a trait
and its adaptive function is notoriously difficult, it is generally accepted that tissue transparency, counterillumination,
mirrored sides, and countershading are all major adaptations
for crypsis in the pelagic environment (Denton et al. 1972;
Herring and Roe 1988; Johnsen 2001). All are highly successful when the organism is viewed under the conditions
for which the strategy is optimized. However, the different
strategies may vary in their ability to accommodate to a
different set of optical conditions. Though not well studied,
the importance of changing optical conditions on aquatic
crypsis has been previously noted (e.g., Barry and Hawryshyn 1999; Marshall 2000).
A transparent organism accommodates trivially to changing conditions by simply transmitting the background light
(Johnsen 2001). Many counterilluminating organisms are
known to alter the intensity, angular distribution, and spectrum of their emitted light to remain cryptic over a wide
range of optical environments (Denton et al. 1972). Certain
colored and mirrored pelagic organisms are known to change
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color in an apparent cryptic response to changing optical
conditions (e.g., Denton 1970; Herring and Roe 1988; Endler
1991), but cryptic color changes and the potential need for
them remain poorly understood for pelagic species.
The current study examines how robust cryptic coloration
and mirroring are under varying optical and viewing conditions. First, the ideally cryptic reflectances for organisms
in coastal water are calculated for a variety of optical conditions. Then, using the Atlantic Cod Gadus morhua as the
viewer, the sighting distances of organisms optimally cryptic
in one condition, but viewed in another, are determined. The
overall goal is to determine the relative success of the two
cryptic strategies when faced with a varying optical environment and to determine the potential importance of the
ability to change color.

Materials and methods
Modeling underwater visibility—According to Johnsen
(2002), the maximum distance at which a large organism
can be detected (referred to hereafter as the sighting distance) is
ln
d(l) 5

[ ]
zC o (l)z
Cmin (l)

c(l) 2 K L (l)

(1)

where Co(l) is the contrast of the organism when viewed
from a short distance (referred to hereafter as the inherent
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contrast), Cmin(l) is the minimum contrast for large object
detection for a given visual system, c(l) is the beam attenuation coefficient of the water, and KL(l) is the attenuation
coefficient of the background radiance. Note that KL(l) depends strongly on viewing angle, being greatest for downward viewing and zero for horizontal viewing (Johnsen
2002). However, when an organism subtends an angle less
than a certain critical angle on the viewer’s visual field, its
visibility also depends on its apparent area A, which is inversely proportional to the square of distance (Anthony
1981; Aksnes and Utne 1997). This factor can be included
in the standard contrast attenuation equations by making the
minimum contrast threshold a function of distance:
Cmin (l)
Cmin (l, d) 5 
d2
Cmin (l) 2
dc


if d # d c
if d . d c

and
(2)

where dc is the distance at which the organism subtends the
critical angle on the viewer’s visual field (i.e., the distance
at which it becomes ‘‘small’’) and Cmin(l) is the minimum
contrast threshold for objects closer than d c. Therefore, for
‘‘small’’ organisms:
ln
d(l) 5

[

]

zC o (l)z d 2c
·
Cmin (l) d 2 (l)

c(l) 2 K L (l)

(3)

which cannot be solved analytically, but which is easily
solved by iteration. Note that Eq. 3 is only valid when d .
dc. When d # dc, Eq. 1 must be used.
Although the background radiance is relatively easy to
model or measure, the radiance of an arbitrary object is a
complex function of the light field incident on it and its
reflectance properties. The reflectance of light from objects
ranges from being completely diffuse (lambertian) to highly
ordered (specular or mirrorlike). In this study, we examine
these two extremes. Although no biological surface is perfectly lambertian or specular, they can be considered as opposing strategies toward which organismal reflectances can
evolve. For clarity, lambertian reflection will be referred to
hereafter as diffuse reflection for the remainder of this article.
The radiance of an organism that reflects light diffusely
is equal to [R(l)E(l)]/p, where R(l) is reflectance and E(l)
is the irradiance at the surface of the organism (Johnsen
2002). This radiance matches the background radiance Lb(l)
when
R(l) 5

pL b (l)
E(l)

(Fig. 1a)

(4)

Non-lambertian diffuse reflectors generally reflect less light
over large angles than true lambertian reflectors (Palmer
1995). Therefore, the non-lambertian nature of actual organisms will mostly influence the predictions for lateral surface
crypsis at high solar elevations, because less light from the
overhead sun will reflect to the viewer than predicted. In this
case, the predicted cryptic reflectance will likely underestimate the correct value. For organisms that reflect light spec-

Fig. 1. Two surfaces viewed horizontally. a) A diffusely reflective (colored) surface. The radiance of the surface, L0, is equal to
RE/p, where R is the diffuse reflectance and E is the irradiance at
the surface (depicted by the cluster of inward pointing arrows). b)
a specularly reflective (mirrored) surface. The radiance of the surface is equal to RL9b , where L9b is the radiance in the opposite azimuth from the line of sight (depicted by the small arrow).

ularly and are viewed horizontally, their radiance matches
the background when the specular reflectance equals
Rspecular (l) 5

L b (l)
L9(
b l)

(5)

where L9b (l) is the background radiance in the opposite azimuth of Lb(l) (Fig. 1b).
In the current study, three different viewing angles were
examined: (1) viewing from directly above, (2) viewing horizontally in the solar azimuth, and (3) viewing horizontally
opposite the solar azimuth. Because the dorsal surfaces of
aquatic organisms are rarely mirrored, the first viewing angle
was only examined for diffusely reflecting surfaces. In addition, viewing from below was not studied because preliminary results showed that the downwelling light was far too
bright for any coloring or mirroring of the ventral surface to
have any significant cryptic benefit (as was also found in
Johnsen [2002]).
For each viewing angle, the viewed surface was assumed
to be perpendicular to the viewing angle. Obviously, no organism is shaped like a cube. However, pelagic nekton, with
the exception of top predators such as sharks, large scombrids, and cetaceans, are generally compressed, with flat lat-
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eral surfaces and limited regions of curvature (Denton 1970).
Nevertheless, curvature can play an important role, particularly in mirrored organisms near the surface (see Discussion).
Calculation of underwater radiances and irradiances—
The underwater light field was modeled using measured inherent optical properties of the water (IOPs) and radiative
transfer software (Hydrolight 4.1, Sequoia Scientific) (see
Mobley et al. [1993] and Johnsen [2002] for further details
and justification). Depth profiles of inherent optical properties were measured using a dual path, multiband absorption/
attenuation meter (ac-9, WETLabs) and backscattering meters (a-beta and HydroScat-2, HOBILabs) at a site 80 km
from the coast of Portsmouth, New Hampshire (428479N
708059W, 1106 h local time, 30 June 2000). Measurements
were corrected for temperature and salinity, and absorption
measurements were corrected for scattering errors (Zaneveld
et al. 1994; Pegau et al. 1997). The backscattering meters
were calibrated by the manufacturer, and the ac-9 was calibrated on its deployment frame using water generated with
a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore Corp.). Absorption
and beam attenuation coefficients (at 440, 488, 510, 532,
555, and 650 nm) and backscattering coefficients (at 442,
470, 488, and 676 nm) were averaged over 1-m intervals to
a depth of 92 m. All data were collected on upcasts to limit
artifacts due to bubbles, etc. In addition, discrete samples
were collected from three depths (1, 20, and 40 m), filtered
onto Whatman GF/F filters, and extracted overnight in cold
90% acetone for standard fluorometric determination of
chlorophyll concentration.
Underwater radiance distributions were calculated from 0to 50-m depth at 5-m intervals for two solar elevations, 108
and 808, chosen to approximate two extremes of skylight
radiance distribution. For each distribution, the sky and sea
were considered to be cloudless and calm, respectively. The
sky irradiance was calculated using the Radtran model
(Gregg and Carder 1990), and the sky radiance distribution
was calculated using the model given in Harrison and
Coombes (1988). Pure water absorption was taken from
Pope and Fry (1997). The scattering phase function was a
Fournier–Forand function chosen to fit the measured backscatter ratio (Mobley et al. 2002). Chlorophyll fluorescence
was calculated from chlorophyll absorption estimated according to Prieur and Sathyendranath (1981) and a fluorescence efficiency of 0.02.
At each depth, radiance was calculated from 400 to 620
nm at 15-nm intervals with an angular resolution of 158 (azimuth) by 108 (elevation). G. Morhua has no significant visual sensitivity above 620 nm (Anthony and Hawkins 1983).
From the radiance distributions, irradiances were calculated
for the following vectors: downward, horizontal in the solar
azimuth, and horizontal opposite the solar azimuth. The irradiances and radiances appropriate for the three viewing
angles were inserted in to Eqs. 4 and 5 to determine the
optimally cryptic diffuse and specular reflectances.
Measurements of direct upward radiance and downwelling irradiance—Downwelling irradiance and upward radiance data were taken concurrently with the IOP profiles de-
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scribed above. Three profiles were obtained using a
multispectral radiometer (SPMR, Satlantic) that simultaneously measured downwelling irradiance and upward radiance (at 412, 443, 490, 510, and 554 nm). The bandwidth
of the filters was 10 nm (full width, half maximum). The
measurements that were above the noise level of the instrument were inserted into Eq. 4 to compare with the modeled
prediction for cryptic diffuse reflectance when viewed from
above.
Prediction of sighting distances of organisms cryptic in
one situation viewed in a different situation—Four mismatch
conditions were examined: (1) an organism cryptic in oceanic water that is viewed in coastal water, (2) an organism
cryptic near noon (solar elevation 808) that is viewed near
sunset (solar elevation 108), (3) an organism cryptic in one
azimuth that is viewed horizontally in the opposite azimuth,
and (4) an organism cryptic at 50 m depth that is viewed at
shallower depths. The viewer was chosen to be the Atlantic
Cod, G. morhua, because it is found at the studied depths
in New England coastal waters and because its spectral sensitivity and contrast thresholds at the given range of light
intensities are known (Anthony 1981; Anthony and Hawkins
1983). Although adult cod are generally associated with the
sea floor, larval and juvenile cod are pelagic, with a primarily
pelagic diet (Link and Garrison 2002).
The inherent contrast of a diffusely reflecting surface at a
wavelength l is
C o (l) 5

Lo
R(l)E(l)
21ù
21
Lb
pL b (l)

(6)

where R(l) is the diffuse reflectance of the surface and E(l)
and L b(l) are again the irradiance and background radiance,
respectively (Johnsen 2002). Visual systems perceive two
forms of contrast; chromatic contrast (e.g., red on green) and
brightness contrast (e.g., red on dark red). This study limits
itself to brightness contrast because although color vision is
known in many aquatic species, chromatic contrast is well
understood in only a few model systems, none of which are
pelagic. This limitation implies that the predicted sighting
distances may underestimate the true values, because hue
discrimination is not considered. However, hue discrimination becomes increasingly less useful with increasing depth,
even in clear water (Chiao et al. 2000). Also, note that a
color mismatch can result in brightness contrast, as can readily be seen in black and white images. The perceived brightness contrast for G. morhua is equal to Eq. 7 integrated over
and weighted by its photopic spectral sensitivity:

Co 5

E

p

R(l)E(l)V(l) dl

E

21

(7)

L b (l)V(l) dl

where V(l) is the photopic spectral response curve of cod
taken from Anthony and Hawkins (1983) (the study depths
are all within the photopic region of the cod visual system).
The minimum contrast threshold of cod has been measured
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as a function of the background illumination (Anthony 1981)
and at photopic intensities was closely approximated by:
Cmin 5 0.0129·L20.111
b

(8)

where Lb is the background radiance integrated over the
photopic sensitivity of the cod (R 2 . 0.995 for regression).
Therefore, the minimum contrast threshold rises with increasing depth.
To determine the sighting distance d exactly, one must
also include the spectral dependence of the beam and diffuse
attenuation coefficients of the water, which involves solving

Cmin 5

E

e 2c(l)d

[

]

R(l)E(l)
2 L 0b (l) V(l) dl
p

E

(9)

L (l)V(l) dl
d
b

for d, where L 0b (l) and Lbd (l) are the background radiances
at distances zero and d from the organism (adapted from
Mertens 1970). This equation is generally not analytically
solvable and is certainly not easy to interpret. However, preliminary results showed that the sighting distance for large
organisms was closely approximated by substituting Eqs. 7
and 8 into Eq. 1 and using the beam and radiance attenuation
coefficients at 440 nm, the wavelength of peak visual sensitivity (Anthony and Hawkins 1983) (see Results). The
sighting distance for small organisms was calculated by substituting Eqs. 7 and 8 into Eq. 3 and solving for sighting
distance by iteration. The critical angle for cod is unknown,
so, following arguments from Anthony (1981), it was set at
200 min of an arc (approximately 38). The ‘‘large’’ organism
was chosen to be 1 m long, so its apparent size was above
the critical angle at viewing distances as long as 17 m. The
‘‘small’’ organism was chosen to be 6 mm long; thus, its
apparent size fell below the critical angle at a viewing distance of 10 cm. The two size classes can be thought of as
predators and prey of pelagic cod, respectively.
All the previous calculations were performed for specularly reflective surfaces by substituting L9b (l) for E(l)/p in
Eqs. 6 through 9. The reflectances of organisms that are
cryptic in oceanic water (condition 1) were taken from Johnsen (2002). All other reflectances were taken from the current study. The beam attenuation coefficients, c(l), were obtained from the measured attenuation profiles. The
coefficients of background radiance attenuation, KL(l), were
determined from the calculated radiance distributions.
Sighting distances were calculated at 0-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 30-,
and 50-m depths, except for condition 1, where the 5-m
depth was excluded because of a lack of oceanic data at this
depth. The downward and the two horizontal viewing angles
were examined in conditions 1 and 2 and 4, respectively.
Only the horizontal viewing angles were examined for specularly reflective surfaces.

higher attenuation at both longer and shorter wavelengths as
a result of phytoplankton absorption (Fig. 2). The modeled
spectra near sunset (solar elevation of 108) had values approximately 1/10 of those near noon (solar elevation of 808).
In addition, the light field was more asymmetrical near the
surface, with higher radiance in the solar azimuth. The measured upward radiance and downwelling irradiance approximated the modeled radiance and irradiance (Fig. 2), although
with a peak at a shorter wavelength. At all wavelengths, the
measured radiance and irradiance data displayed the same pattern of discrepancies relative to the modeled data (e.g., modeled radiance and irradiance at 555 nm are both higher than
what is measured). Therefore, the modeled ratios of radiance
to irradiance (which determine the predicted reflectances)
matched the measured ratios quite closely.
The radiances weighted by the visual response curve of
G. morhua show that, near the surface, wavelengths near the
animal’s visual response peak contributed the most to brightness perception (Fig. 2c,d). At greater depths, the wavelengths neighboring the 570-nm illumination peak dominated the brightness perception.
Predicted reflectance for maximal crypsis—For an organism viewed from above near noon, the predicted diffuse reflectance spectra from 400 to 575 nm increased slightly with
depth and had a broad double peak centered at 525 nm (Fig.
3a). For wavelengths greater than 575 nm, the predicted reflectance increased from a relatively low value at the surface
to approximately 0.27 at a depth of 50 m. The reflectance
spectra predicted from the profiles of downwelling irradiance
and upward radiance closely approximated those from the
modeled light field (Fig. 3b). The predicted reflectances near
sunset were similar to those predicted near noon (not
shown).
For organisms viewed horizontally near noon in the solar
azimuth, the predicted diffuse reflectances were relatively
high, with a broad peak centered at 575 nm (Fig. 3c). With
increasing depth, long wavelength reflectance increased to a
maximum of approximately 0.8. For organisms viewed opposite the solar azimuth (i.e., with the sun behind the
viewer), the pattern was similar to that noted for organisms
viewed from above, with the lowest predicted reflectance
measuring approximately 10-fold greater (Fig. 3d). Near
sunset, the predicted near-surface reflectances were higher in
the solar azimuth and lower opposite the solar azimuth because of the asymmetrical light field (not shown). At depth,
the differences were less pronounced.
For specularly reflective organisms viewed horizontally
near noon, the predicted reflectance was slightly greater than
one when viewed in the solar azimuth and slightly less than
one when viewed opposite the solar azimuth (Fig. 4a,b). The
reflectance was relatively independent of depth. Near sunset,
the predicted reflectances ranged from ¼ to 4, depending on
depth and azimuth, with the greatest departures from 100%
reflectance seen at shallow depths (Fig. 4c,d).

Results
Modeled downwelling and upwelling irradiance—The calculated irradiances and radiances in all four viewing angles
displayed a peak at approximately 570 nm, with significantly

Sighting distances of large organisms cryptic in one situation viewed in a different situation—The sighting distance
of a diffusely reflective, cryptic, oceanic organism viewed
in coastal water was relatively independent of depth and
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Fig. 2. a) Modeled and measured downwelling irradiance. b) Modeled and measured direct
upward radiance. c) Modeled downwelling irradiance weighted by the visual response curve of G.
morhua. d) Modeled direct upward radiance weighted by the visual response curve of G. morhua.
Depths are 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 50 m, and solar elevation equals 808. Measurements were taken at
1106 h local time and adjusted so that surface irradiance matched the modeled surface irradiance.
Radiance and irradiance values below the noise level of the radiometer are not shown. There is no
measurement for direct upward radiance at 0 m. Due to the weighting factor, the y-axis in c and d
has arbitrary units.

viewing angle, with an average value of approximately 10
m (Fig. 5a). The sighting distance of an organism cryptic at
noon viewed at sunset depended strongly on viewing angle
(Fig. 5b). When viewed from above, the sighting distance
was generally negligible. When viewed horizontally in the
solar azimuth, the sighting distance ranged from 0 to 5 m,
depending on depth. When viewed horizontally opposite the
solar azimuth, the sighting distance decreased from 8 m at
the surface to a negligible value at a depth of 50 m. Diffusely
reflective organisms cryptic in one azimuth viewed in the
opposite azimuth at the same time of day had the longest
sighting distances of any mismatch condition (Fig. 5c,d).
The sighting distances at noon ranged from 8 to 20 m depending on depth and viewing azimuth. The sighting distances near sunset were somewhat shorter but followed the
same general depth profile. At both times of day, organisms
cryptic opposite the solar azimuth viewed in the solar azimuth had somewhat shorter sighting distances overall, compared to organisms cryptic in the solar azimuth viewed opposite the solar azimuth. Diffusely reflective organisms
cryptic at 50-m depth had sighting distances ranging from 0
to 12 m at shallower depths (Fig. 5e,f). The sighting distances were generally longer at shallower depths, though the
pattern for organisms viewed in the solar azimuth was complex. The sighting distances at the two solar elevations were
generally comparable, with horizontal sighting distances being larger than downward viewing distances.

For specularly reflective organisms, the patterns were
quite similar to those determined for diffusely reflective organisms, but the magnitudes of the sighting distances differed (Fig. 6). The sighting distances for oceanic organisms
viewed in coastal water were significantly lower (Fig. 6a),
as were the sighting distances for organisms cryptic in one
azimuth viewed in the opposite azimuth (Fig. 6c,d). The
sighting distances for organisms cryptic near noon viewed
at sunset were higher, however (Fig. 6b). For organisms
cryptic at 50-m depth viewed at shallower depths, specularly
reflective organisms had lower sighting distances near noon
and higher sighting distances near sunset (Fig. 6e,f).
Sighting distances of small organisms cryptic in one situation viewed in a different situation—The sighting distances of both diffusely and specularly reflective small organisms
were inversely proportional to depth, generally with a linear
relationship. Cryptic oceanic organisms viewed in coastal
water had relatively high sighting distances that were significantly higher for diffusely reflective organisms than for
specularly reflective organisms (Table 1). Organisms cryptic
at noon viewed at sunset had relatively low sighting distances that depended strongly on viewing angle but were
relatively independent of the form of the reflectance. Organisms cryptic in one azimuth viewed in the opposite azimuth
at the same time of day had the longest sighting distances
of any of the conditions, particularly in the diffusely reflec-
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Fig. 3. Predicted diffuse reflectance spectra of a maximally cryptic organism. a) Predicted reflectance of the dorsal surface of an organism viewed from above using modeled light field. b)
Predicted reflectance of the dorsal surface of an organism viewed from above using three vertical
profiles of downwelling irradiance and upward radiance. First depth is 5 m, rather than 0 m. Error
bars denote standard error. c) Predicted reflectance of the lateral surface of an organism viewed
horizontally in the solar azimuth using modeled light field. d) Predicted reflectance of the lateral
surface of an organism viewed horizontally opposite the solar azimuth using modeled light field.
Solar elevation is 808.

tive cases. When viewed in the solar azimuth, sighting distances were independent of solar elevation and weakly dependent on depth. When viewed opposite the solar azimuth,
the sighting distances were higher, and these values were
substantially higher at sunset. Organisms cryptic at 50-m
depth had sighting distances that were strongly dependent
on depth and longer at sunset. Specularly reflective organisms viewed in the solar azimuth were not cryptic, even at
the 50-m depth for which they were optimized.

Discussion
General—The results of the current study support three
major conclusions. First, both colored and mirrored organisms that are optimally cryptic under one set of viewing
conditions (i.e., having zero contrast) become quite visible
when viewed under different conditions. The sighting distances under different viewing conditions were on the order
of 5–10 m for large organisms and 0.5–1.0 m for smaller
organisms. This is in sharp contrast with benthic crypsis. A
benthic organism that has a reflectance spectrum matching
the substrate remains maximally cryptic under changes in

water type, depth, solar elevation, and viewing angle and
azimuth. Second, neither mirroring nor coloring was clearly
a more robust cryptic strategy under varying viewing conditions. Mirrored organisms generally had shorter sighting
distances when viewed under nonoptimal conditions but also
could never be completely cryptic when viewed in the solar
azimuth, because the predicted reflectance for zero inherent
contrast was greater than one. Third, the depth-dependent
variation in the optical properties of the water [c(l) and
KL(l)] was important for large organisms but not for small
organisms, where the 1/d 2 term in Eq. 3 dominated the calculation of the sighting distance. For example, the sighting
distances from the mismatch calculations were often proportional to depth for large organisms, because of the clearer
water at depth, but generally inversely proportional to depth
for small organisms as a result of the increasing minimum
contrast threshold at lower levels of illumination.
It is important to note, however, that both strategies are
highly successful when viewed under the conditions for
which they have presumably been optimized. Either strategy
can result in an organism that is indistinguishable from the
background, even at very close range. The following dis-
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Fig. 4. Predicted specular reflectance spectra of a maximally cryptic organism using modeled
light field. a) Predicted reflectance of the lateral surface of an organism viewed horizontally in the
solar azimuth. b) Predicted reflectance of the lateral surface of an organism viewed horizontally
opposite the solar azimuth. Solar elevation in a and b is 808. c) Predicted reflectance of the lateral
surface of an organism viewed horizontally in the solar azimuth. d) Predicted reflectance of the
lateral surface of an organism viewed horizontally opposite the solar azimuth. Solar elevation in c
and d is 108.

cussion of the relative success of diffuse and specular reflection refers to their relative robustness under varying optical conditions. If organisms can slightly alter their
coloration and reflective properties under changing optical
conditions, as counterilluminating organisms can, both strategies can result in nearly perfect camouflage.
Effects of depth—The analysis predicted dark brown dorsal surfaces and either greenish-brown or highly reflective
but colorless lateral surfaces. This generally matches what
is observed in many coastal nekton (Cott 1940; Hardy 1959),
suggesting that the assumptions underlying the calculations
are reasonable. Unfortunately, aside from a few measurements of mirrored fish showing high specular reflectance
(e.g., Rowe and Denton 1997), there appear to be no published measurements of the spectral reflectance of pelagic
coastal organisms.
Both large and small organisms that were cryptic at 50-m
depth had significant sighting distances at other depths, regardless of the viewing angle. As might be expected, the
visibility generally increased in proportion to how much
shallower the organism was compared to its optimal depth
of 50 m. Normalizing for body length, the large organisms

had roughly twice the sighting distances of the small organisms, implying that crypsis is more challenging for the former. Small mirrored organisms generally had slightly lower
sighting distances than did colored organisms, because ideal
reflectance was more or less independent of depth. However,
mirrored organisms viewed in the solar azimuth could not
be fully cryptic at any depth (because it required a reflectance higher than one). For large organisms, the visibilities
of mirrored and colored organisms were roughly equally affected by being viewed at a different depth.
Dorsal surfaces—Viewing from above appears to be most
constant of the three angles studied. The mismatch calculations showed that cryptic dorsal coloration was the least dependent on time of day and depth. This was not due to smaller contrast mismatches but rather to three other factors. First,
the dorsal surface was viewed against the relatively dim upward radiance, so the minimum contrast threshold for the
viewer was higher than it would be if it was viewing the
lateral surface. More importantly, the attenuation of contrast
in the downward viewing angle was higher than in the other
viewing angles. The attenuation coefficient for contrast is
c(l) 2 KL(l). Because the background radiance increases as
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Fig. 5. Sighting distances of a 1-m–long, diffusely reflective organism cryptic in one situation
viewed in a different situation. a) Organism cryptic in oceanic water viewed in coastal water (both
near noon). b) Organism cryptic near noon viewed near sunset. c) Organism cryptic in one azimuth
viewed horizontally in the opposite azimuth near noon. d) Organism cryptic in one azimuth viewed
horizontally in the opposite azimuth near sunset. e) Organism cryptic at 50 m viewed at a shallower
depth near noon. f) Organism cryptic at 50 m viewed at a shallower depth near sunset. Dotted line
in d denotes the sighting distance determined using Eq. 9 rather than the simpler Eq. 1. No data
are given at 0 m for the downward viewing angle, since this would place the viewer out of the
water.

the viewer moves upward and away from the organism,
KL(l) is negative, and so the contrast attenuation coefficient
is higher than it is at any other viewing angle (see Johnsen
2002). Finally, because the dorsal surface faces the entire
hemisphere of the sky, it is less affected by changes in the
position of the sun than are the lateral surfaces. The one
situation in which the dorsal surface does not have an advantage over the lateral surfaces is in the case of changing
water type. A dorsal surface that is cryptic in oceanic water
is just as vulnerable to detection in coastal water as are lateral surfaces.
Lateral surfaces—As mentioned above, lateral surfaces
are more vulnerable to detection under changing conditions,

because the underwater light field at shallow depths is seldom symmetric. Even mirrored lateral surfaces, which are
perfectly cryptic in a cylindrically symmetrical light field
(Denton 1970), are visible in an asymmetric field when
viewed at different azimuths. This is attributable to the fact
that viewing in the solar azimuth increases the background
radiance and decreases the organism’s radiance, as a result
of the lower irradiance or radiance at its surface. The reverse
is true for viewing opposite the solar azimuth. Indeed, the
mismatch calculations showed that organisms cryptic in one
azimuth were quite visible when viewed in the opposite azimuth or at a different time of day.
Mirrored lateral surfaces were less vulnerable than colored
surfaces to azimuthal changes, but they are slightly more
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Fig. 6. Sighting distances of a 1-m–long, specularly reflective organism cryptic in one situation
viewed in a different situation. See Fig. 5 for further details.

vulnerable to changes in solar elevation. However, because
in actuality mirrored organisms will have curved surfaces,
they have an additional issue to contend with. As a result of
this curvature, there will be some position on the organism
that will specularly reflect direct sunlight to the eye of the
viewer, creating a bright flash. This is particularly important
near the surface, where sunlight is still quite directional. Interestingly, certain species of mirrored pelagic fish appear to
have compensated for this by organizing the reflective structures within the scales so that they are vertical regardless of
the orientation of the scale (Denton 1970). Thus, a curved
fish acts optically like a vertical mirror. It is unknown how
common this strategy is among fish and other specularly
reflective aquatic organisms.
Although upward viewing predominates at deeper depths
(Muntz 1990), horizontal viewing is the most common at
shallow depths. One reason for this may be the temporal and
spatial complexity of the overhead light field near the surface. Wave-induced lensing of light results in rapid (1–100-

Hz), large-scale fluctuations in light intensity and distribution. Internal reflection at the air–water interface and the
possible presence of clouds also complicate the background
for viewers attempting to detect predators or prey from below. A final reason may be the vulnerability of lateral surfaces to detection under changing viewing azimuths and solar elevations.
The azimuthal issue is particularly difficult to overcome.
While organisms can control their depth, habitat, and the
time of day at which they are active, they generally cannot
control the azimuth from which they are viewed. As can be
seen from the current study, the light field is still not symmetrical at a depth of 50 m. One possible compensation
strategy is orientation parallel to the solar azimuth. In this
orientation, the relatively large flanks of the organism receive equal illumination and can be simultaneously cryptic.
This orientation also minimizes the effects of wave-induced
lensing on the lateral surfaces. Certain fish species are
known to orient and migrate using a solar compass (e.g.,
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Table 1. Ranges of sighting distances of a 6-mm–long organism cryptic under one set of optical conditions but viewed under another
set. Ranges in parentheses are for specularly reflective organisms. Ranges without parentheses are for diffusely reflective organisms. Ranges
for one form of reflection that are significantly shorter than those for the other are in bold type.
Mismatch condition
Cryptic in open ocean,
viewed near coast
Cryptic at noon, viewed at
sunset

Viewing angle
From above
In solar azimuth
Opposite solar azimuth
From above
In solar azimuth
Opposite solar azimuth

Sighting distance
(cm)
83–37
90–35
110–35
15–0
32–18
66–10

(38–27)
(14–0)
(50–23)
(67–13)
Noon

Cryptic in one azimuth,
viewed in another
Cryptic at 50-m depth,
viewed shallower

In solar azimuth
Opposite solar azimuth
From above
In solar azimuth
Opposite solar azimuth

Levin et al. 1992), but it is not known whether any species
employ azimuthal orientation as a cryptic strategy.
Solar elevation—For colored organisms, the effect of solar elevation on crypsis was relatively small compared with
other factors. Mirrored organisms were more affected, but
not to a dramatic extent. This is due to the fact that, although
the overall radiant intensity is strongly affected by solar elevation, the radiance distribution is affected less than might
at first be suspected. This is primarily the result of three
optical factors. First, refraction at the air–water interface decreases the range of solar elevations from 0–908 to 42.5–
908. Second, strong light absorption by the water implies
that, as depth increases, the brightest point in the underwater
light field migrates toward the zenith (which has the shortest
optical path length). Third, light scattering by particles and
the water itself results in a more diffuse light field. Because
it is the radiance distribution and not the total light intensity
that effects the predictions for crypsis, these three factors
limit the effects of solar elevation on the predictions.
Although the results of the current study appear to be at
odds with numerous studies describing the changing spectrum at twilight and its effects on visual predation (reviewed
by McFarland et al. [1999]), this is because these studies
involved light levels low enough to strongly affect contrast
thresholds and spectral sensitivities (Douglas and Hawryshyn 1990). The light levels in this study were all above the
photopic threshold of G. morhua. Below this threshold the
contrast threshold and spectral sensitivity of G. morhua
change dramatically (Anthony 1981; Anthony and Hawkins
1983).
Water type—The mismatch calculations showed that colored organisms that were cryptic in oceanic water became
visible if they moved into coastal water. The effect was not
as dramatic as that seen in the mismatch of azimuth, but it
was more pronounced than the effect resulting from solar
elevation. Whereas some species are confined to either coastal or oceanic waters, many are found in both types at various
life stages, classic examples being salmonids and various

65–46
130–70
52–0
29–0
67–0

Sunset
(48–36)
(42–30)
(38–27)
(27–0)

65–37
160–55
65–0
49–0
100–0

(62–33)
(82–29)
(55–25)
(71–0)

species of eels. Countless studies have shown that many
aquatic species change color to match various benthic backgrounds. In pelagic systems, other studies have shown that
certain species change color depending on depth or time of
day (e.g., Herring and Roe 1988). In addition, eel, sea lamprey, and certain salmon develop mirrored sides before venturing from freshwater into the ocean (reviewed by Herring
[1994]). However, no study has examined color changes in
pelagic organisms as a cryptic response to changes in water
type.
Even organisms that never leave coastal water are subject
to large variations in their optical environment because of
changing phytoplankton levels, influxes of freshwater and
sediment from rivers, eutrophication from agricultural runoff, and numerous other factors. These variations have significant effects on both visual predation and visual communication and, eventually, on the species composition of
the ecosystem (e.g., Seehausen et al. 1997). These studies
have generally focused on the viewer. None have examined
whether the viewed species alter their coloration to compensate for these variations.
Mirrors versus colors and general implications for crypsis, foraging, and predator avoidance—Many pelagic organisms appear to be cryptically colored. Others, particularly
teleost fish, have mirrored lateral surfaces. Most likely have
reflectances intermediate between completely diffuse and
specular. By examining the two extremes, this study attempted to determine the relative advantages and disadvantages of
each strategic ideal. Mirrored surfaces appear to be cryptic
over a wider range of optical environments than are diffusely
reflective colored surfaces. Changes in viewing azimuth and
water type had less effect on the crypsis of mirrored organisms. Changes in depth also had little effect, but this advantage was offset by the fact that mirrored surfaces could not
be fully cryptic when viewed against the sun because of the
high background radiance relative to the radiance incident
on the surface. Mirrored organisms were also more affected
by the time of day and are vulnerable to detection due to
glinting reflections. Neither strategy clearly outperforms the

Camouflage strategies in the pelagic
other. Perhaps the clearest result from the study is that both
strategies have serious weaknesses in shallow water, particularly when the light field is asymmetric.
The most obvious implication for a cryptically colored or
mirrored organism is that in order to remain cryptic, it must
either have the capacity to change its color rapidly or it must
limit the optical conditions under which it is viewed. As
mentioned above, the latter is only possible at depths in
which the light field is more symmetrical. Below this depth,
the effects of depth, solar elevation, and viewing azimuth
are negligible, and the organism can optimize its reflectance
for different viewing angles, although the ventral surface is
problematic (Johnsen 2002). Above this depth, crypsis either
by colored or mirrored surfaces is limited, which may help
explain both the predominance of transparent species in
near-surface pelagic habitats (Johnsen 2001) and the vertical
migration of many colored and mirrored species (Lampert
1993).
For an organism attempting to detect a cryptic predator
or prey organism, several search strategies present themselves. First, the strong azimuthal effect indicates a circular
search strategy, particularly near sunset. An organism circling a volume of water is far more likely to detect a cryptic
organism within that volume, because at some angle the reflectance of the cryptic individual will be highly mismatched
for the viewing conditions. In general, searching at low solar
elevations is likely to be more successful than at high elevations, despite the lower overall light levels. Finally, once
an organism is detected, it is likely to become more visible
if it is driven toward the surface. All three of these tactics
are commonly observed in pelagic predators (Gallo Reynoso
1991; Similae 1997; McFarland et al. 1999), but, of course,
all have additional benefits besides optical detection (Ikehara
et al. 1978; Gallo Reynoso 1991; McFarland et al. 1999).
Although mentioned above, it bears repeating that while
predicted cryptic reflectances are independent of the visual
system of the viewer, departures from these optima have
varying effects on an organism’s visibility, depending on the
species viewing it. For example, whereas the increase in predicted long-wavelength reflectance with depth may be irrelevant to cod, it may be critically important for a different
viewing species with excellent vision in the red. The predictions in this study form a physical background that must
be combined with particular visual parameters to make conclusions about specific cases.
However, the general robustness of mirrored versus colored surfaces with respect to changing viewing conditions
and the inability of mirrored surfaces to be cryptic when
viewed against the sun are relatively independent of the
viewer. The first is attributable to the higher variability in
the predicted diffuse reflectance compared to the predicted
specular reflectance (Figs. 3, 4). The second is attributable
to the fact that the horizontal radiance in the solar azimuth
is always greater than the radiance opposite the solar azimuth. Although the magnitude of these effects depends on
the spectral and contrast sensitivity of the viewer, some effect will always be present.
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